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The “ Global Learning Crisis ”

Many more children are now in school, 
but are often not learning the basics. 

More effective teacher education 
is an important way to address this.
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Element 1: Promote effective classroom practice

Research Literature Reviews and Meta-Analysis plus recent publications (including some of 
our own research) indicate that student learning is promoted through:

● Effective questioning and dialogue
● Group / pair work
● Feedback / Assessment for Learning
● ...

Westbrook et al. (2013), 
Nag et al. (2014), 
Unterhalter et al. (2014), 
Orr et. al. (2013), 
Education Endowment Foundation Toolkit (UK), 
Hattie (2009), …,
OER4Schools publications.
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OER4Schools
5 unit teacher curriculum (effective practice)

28 two-hour school-based sessions (over 1-2 years)

Can be used with/without technology

Video materials to support reflection

Developed in:
Zambia, South Africa

Further developed in:
Kenya, Rwanda, Sierra Leone

www.oer4schools.org 
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http://www.oer4schools.org
http://www.oer4schools.org
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6v0Oag9-_vc


Element 2: Teacher education approach

Teachers are construed as professionals

Professional learning (not “training”)

Teacher agency and leadership are developed

Learning is practical and practice-focused (hands-on 
workshop/TGM activities and immediate classroom 
testing of new approaches; school-based)
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Learning is underpinned by theory (but not front-loaded with theory)

Learning models classroom (interactive) pedagogy

Plan–Teach–Reflect: Reflective dialogue through post-lesson review and planning

Use of appropriate learning resources (OER, digital, non-digital)



Element 3: Overall programme design

TPD must promote pupils’ learning (E1)

School-based active teacher learning (E2)

Programme scheduling

Fidelity and scaffolding

Facilitators: Professional development

Mitigating resource constraints through OER

Utilising digital technology in programme implementation
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Transforming Teacher 
Education and Learning
(Ghana)

40 Colleges of Education across Ghana

Main route for primary teachers

1,700 lecturers (“tutors”)

~ 40,000 students
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Tutor Professional Development programme

Weekly PD sessions in all 40 Colleges of Education

Modelling of (CoE/school) teaching practices

Tutor PD curriculum:

● 12 Themes,

● 5 “teaching strategies” (sessions) per theme 

Coaching support: 2 visits to each CoE per semester

Induction workshops for college-based facilitators

Sets of CoE classroom materials

http://oer.t-tel.org
10Covers: T-TEL, CC BY-SA 

http://oer.t-tel.org
http://oer.t-tel.org
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Element 4: Open Educational Resources

OER4Schools and T-TEL resources are OER.

Materials can be shared freely (“TPD taken off the shelf”).

Materials can be adapted (subject to CC licence: acknowledgement and e.g. 
retaining the licence).

→ Potential for scaling and replication (of effective TPD, c.f. E1-E3)

→ Increased potential for interrogation by research (resources = open data)
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Element 4: Open Educational Resources

OER4Schools and T-TEL resources are OER.

Materials can be shared freely (“TPD taken off the shelf”).

Materials can be adapted (subject to CC licence: acknowledgement and e.g. 
retaining the licence).

→ Potential for scaling and replication (of effective TPD, c.f. E1-E3)

→ Increased potential for interrogation by research (resources = open data)

OER4Schools and T-TEL are two examples ...



OER TPD programmes available on the continent

One in-service programme (OER4Schools) — with published evidence

One partial pre-service programme (T-TEL) — limited published evidence

Various other resources (e.g. TESSA, resources via OER Africa / SAIDE)
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Not “TPD resources”, 

not “classroom OER”,

but TPD programmes.



OER TPD programmes available on the continent

One in-service programme (OER4Schools) — with published evidence

One partial pre-service programme (T-TEL) — limited published evidence

Various other resources (e.g. TESSA, resources via OER Africa)

~ 2,000 tertiary institutions on the continent + Colleges of Education

Multi-millions of local and international funding

Urgent need to improve teacher quality (SDG4; 2030)
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Some more 

are coming...

ONLY

DESPITE



Shared problem
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Shared action?
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OER

Open CourseWare
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Realising SDG4 by 2030 
will require collaboration
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Realising SDG4 by 2030 
will require collaboration
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Capacity building

OEResource sharing

Joint research



OER4Schools — www.oer4schools.org
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Except where otherwise noted:
Presentation: Björn Haßler, www.bjohas.de, CC BY-SA
Images/video: OER4Schools, www.oer4schools.org, CC BY-SA
Logos owned by respective institutions.
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